
I recently finished reading

the article in the January edi-

tion of the Rostrum by Randy Cox

(The Naturalistic Fallacy in Value

Debate.)  I was very interested to

see that Mr. Cox, with all of his

debate experience, was willing to

dismiss the entire premise we

currently use to evaluate Lin-

coln/Douglas debate.  I would

have thought that someone with

his experience would have of-

fered this as merely another way

to approach value debate, which

is very legitimate if it can be

proven to be an effective way to

evaluate a value debate.  Actu-

ally,  many of Mr. Cox's claims are

either misconstrued or abso-

lutely untrue.  In fact it appears

that Mr. Cox is very "out of touch"

with what really happens or

should be  happening in a debate

round.  Many of the example

that he gives are examples of

bad core-value debate and should

not be used to dejustify this type

of L/D debate.  Since I do not

have Mr. Cox's experience, I am

going to have to use logic to ex-

plain my position.

The first thing that I would

like to take issue with is the first

concept that Mr. Cox addresses

in his article.  He assumes that

we are evaluating the "object/s

of evaluation/s" by comparing

them to some random value.

This is probably the biggest and

most fallacious argument that

Mr. Cox uses against the core-

value approach.  It is my under-

standing that in a value debate

we decide upon the value crite-

rion for the debate round based

upon the "evaluative term"

given in the resolution.  For ex-

ample in the sample resolution

that is given in the beginning of

his article, "Resolved:  That eutha-

nasia is justified", he assumes that

we would just begin evaluating

the value of "euthanasia" as it per-

tained to some value that is unre-

lated to the resolution.  If this

were the case, then we would be

committing what he refers to as

"naturalistic fallacy."  However,

when we use our value to modify

the word "justified," the evalua-

tive term, we are then using a

value that is very much related

to the resolution.  In other words,

I would be using a value such as

"quality of life" to determine

what is "justified.," because I

would argue that whatever best

allows for "quality of life" is what

is "justified."  It is then up to the

negative to prove that "quality of

life" is not a good way to measure

what is "justified" or that not al-

lowing euthanasia would better

provide for "quality of life."  In

light of this idea alone, Mr. Cox's

assertions opposing a core-value

case have little, if any validity,
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because we can now see the cor-

relation of the value as it pertains

to the resolution.  However, we

should also take a look at some of

the other theory arguments that

Mr. Cox tries to use.

The second claim that Mr.

Cox makes is that a core value

case looks at "values in a

vacuum."  This is derived from

the oversimplification of the

way that core-values are ar-

gued.  He asserts that to present

a core-value case asks us to only

look at the superficial element

of that value.  I'm not sure how

many rounds of L/D debate Mr.

Cox has judged, but in the

rounds that I have seen, this does

not occur except in really bad

debates (which is not  a  sufficient

dejustification to core-value de-

bate.)  In most of the value de-

bates that I have judged, I have

seen debaters argue that their

value "subsumes" the other value

or that one value is essential for

the existence of the other value.

Sometimes they even argue that

both values have the same intent

so whoever best meets the com-

mon criterion would win the de-

bate.  None of these approaches

lends any credibility to Mr. Cox's

notion that core value looks at

values in a vacuum.   In fact, it

seems to prove that value debat-

ers understand and use "value

systems" (as I understand them in

regards to Mr. Cox's article) very

effectively.  It would be abso-

lutely impossible to establish

value hierarchy in a round by

only considering values in a

vacuum.  You would essentially

wind up with two cases and no

clash.  Speaking of "no clash," let's

move to the next problem Mr.

Cox's analysis runs into with his

presentation of the premises of

the "unified analysis" case.

First of all, I'm not quite sure

how the "unified analysis" case is

any different than the "multiple

valued" cases that are used fre-

quently.  The main difference is

that Mr. Cox seems to think that a

criterion is not necessary for de-

termining the winner of the de-

bate even though he does agree

that we should still use values as

the main thrust of our arguments.

He argues that because the ballot

contains nothing pertaining to

the criterion that it should not

have any determination of who

wins the round.  I hope that this is

not the way that he believes a

policy debate round should be

evaluated.  If so, then we would

still be debating "stock issues."  In

fact, if you look to the issues that

he does state are on top of the bal-

lot to determine the winner in an

L/D debate, the whole course be-

comes very ambiguous.  I would

also have a very difficult time

bringing myself to vote on "orga-

nization" and "delivery" (while I

would agree that they ultimately
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have some impact on the outcome

of the "real" issues.)  This is the

most ludicrous of all of Mr. Cox's

suggestions for evaluating a

value debate round.  We have to

remember that we are dealing

with a "value" debate.  This re-

quires the assessment of objects as

they relate to values.  I cannot

clarify my value position unless I

assign a criterion to this value.

For example, if I use "Justice" as

my value, I  must clarify through

my criterion exactly what I mean

by Justice.  Mr. Cox adamantly

claims in his article, "there are no

absolutes," therefore I must give

a criterion that determines and

measures what I consider to be

just.  Aristotle did not have the

same sense of justice as Adolph

Hitler, so, it really doesn't matter

if you claim fifty values.  If you

have no way of proving that your

position fulfills (i.e. the criterion)

these values, you cannot win.

The next issue that needs to

be addressed, by those who claim

unified analysis to be the answer

to value debate, is the issue of

conflicting values.  Mr. Cox never

explains what would happen to

the unified analysis case if a de-

bater could prove that in the cir-

cumstances of the resolution, that

two of  your values come into con-

flict.  For example, in the capital

punishment example Mr. Cox

gives, I think it would be very

easy to prove that of his three

values he establishes: life, indi-

vidual liberty, and affirmation of

autocracy (which is not really a

value), that at least two would

come into conflict.  For example,

if I proved that not allowing capi-

tal punishment has a greater im-

pact on the liberty of the victims

and individuals in society and

because of this your values of life

and individual liberty are in con-

flict.  How do I evaluate this nega-

tive position now?  If you support

one value, you decrease the other.

Which value does the judge vote

for?  This very situation forces

you into the position of establish-

ing a value hierarchy, and in this

case you would be forced to de-

fend a core-value to have any

chance of winning your position.

Also, what would happen if I

proved that my position best up-

held the value of life but your

position best upholds the other

two value positions?  Do you win

simply because you have two val-

ues and I only have one?  (Who is

arguing "my value is bigger than

yours" now?) Couldn't I prove

that the value of life is more im-

portant than the two values that

you are supporting?  If this is the

case, am I not arguing the same

thing that I would be arguing in a

core-value case?  Or would you

argue that because you showed

that it was justified in at least one

instance you should win the

round, regardless of the fact that
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 I showed that it was unjustified

in several other instances?  This

is a question that must be an-

swered before the unified analy-

sis can be considered the "end-all

and be-all" of L/D debate.  The ter-

minology that Mr. Cox uses to in-

dicate the criterion for a unified

analysis includes phrases such as

"provide sound reasons or proofs,"

persuasive scope," and "demon-

strated to be justified in great

measure."  These terms could

mean anything to different

judges.

The final thing that must be

addressed is the ideas that seem

to be promoted through the ac-

ceptance of using unified analy-

sis to justify or dejustify your po-

sition in debate.  The first thing is

that Mr. Cox's uses analysis that is

appropriate for taking a position

of opinion in extemp to show "bur-

den of proof" in a debate round

without ever explaining why this

would fulfill the burden of proof.

The thing that I dislike about this

idea is  that it deduces debate to

what many people call "dueling

oratories."  This is a definite indi-

cator of a lack of respect and

knowledge regarding this very

valuable activity.  The second as-

sumption that I take issue with

regarding the unified analysis

debate as a whole, is that it allows

for debates to try to fulfill their

burden of proof by exemplifying

their position through random

isolated examples (parametrics

cases) that merely have values

attached to them.  This will defi-

nitely harm the amount of clash

that we see in L/D debate.  I also

feel that you cannot fairly

qualify or disqualify the validity

of value of an object in a resolu-

tion without looking at the topic

in general.  I think all value de-

baters who choose to run a unified

analysis case should ask and get

answers to these questions before

running this type of case.

These are my views regard-

ing Lincoln/Douglas debate.

They are not meant to be taken as

the ONLY way to conduct L/D de-

bate, but as a viable way to con-

duct L/D debate.  They are and

should be open for discussion.

Many theories of L/D debate

should be discussed openly so

that we all may learn.  Hopefully,

we can become a bit more in-

formed and realize a new respect

for Lincoln/Douglas debate

through these discussions.  In fact

the next issue I would like to see

addressed is, why so many people

feel that the valuing of the nega-

tive side of the debate "equally"

is not a valid refutation of a reso-

lution that asks the affirmative

to prove that something is "valued

greater."  Why is it assumed that

the negative has an inverse bur-

den of proof?  I look forward to

this and many more discussion.

(Mark Webber is debate coach

at Houston (TX) Memorial HS.)

[The Rostrum, taking its cue

from United Nations rules, allows

the right of reply to those who

wish to take issue with Rostrum

articles.]


